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HORIZON
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illing
Horizon is a versatile natural timber
stepped profile. Use Horizon within a
corporate, retail or home interior space
to add a natural aesthetic and warmth.
TM

Created by nature, improved by man, limited only by your imagination!

To find out more phone: 1800 33 77 03 or visit www.tilling.com.au
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Horizon Stepped Profile
TM

TM

Horizon profiles provide a bold, continuous &
linear appearance with strong shadow lines. With
a choice of four stepped profiles in varying widths
& depths. You can create a multitude of different
looks through a mixing and matching process.
These profiles can be intermixed with profiles of
the same thickness providing an architecturally
unique statement to your feature wall or ceiling.
All profiles can be secret nail fixed and are suitable
for both internal & external installation.
Horizon is the ideal feature wall and ceiling
product for use in a multitude of domestic, civic
and commercial applications.
- Feature walls
- Alfresco ceilings
- Music Rooms
- Home Theatres
- Retail entrance and display walls
TM

CAS1518C - In Series

Horizon is a versatile natural timber
stepped profile. Use Horizon within a
corporate, retail or home interior space
to add a natural aesthetic and warmth.
TM

Product Profiles
Code: CAS1526C

Code: CAS1518C

81mm (w) x 26mm (h)

81mm (w) x 18mm (h)

Code: CAS2926C

Code: CAS2918C

81mm (w) x 26mm (h)

81mm (w) x 18mm (h)

Contrast Effect
The ‘Contrast Effect’ is achieved when the rebates
of the profile are painted and a polyurethane
clear prefinished coating is added. This is only
available for Horizon stepped profiles.
TM

The paint application is available in two shades,
black & white.
The contrast effect provides a batten screen look
in one easy process. Just install it, there is no
painting, no mess, no fumes. The contrast effect
is suitable for internal installation only. Refer to
Tilling website for fixing instructions.

CAS2918C - In Series
CAS1518C & CAS2918C - In Combination

CAS2926C - In Series

CAS1526C - In Series

CAS2926C & CAS1526C - In Combination

To find out more phone: 1800 33 77 03 or visit www.tilling.com.au

